Abstract: Reduction in the thickness of air-suspended mirrors to the deep subwavelength scale can facilitate efficient optical and mechanical design. The thinner the mirror, the smaller is its mass, and the more excellent mechanical properties it presents. Thin mirrors are easily displaced by optical radiation pressure, and could present more intense lightmirror interactions than their thicker counterparts. Herein, we present this kind of ultraflat air-suspended mirrors that can reflect light at the telecom region, with a mirror thickness of approximately 25 nm and total thickness of 50 nm. This kind of mirrors shows many unique properties, e.g., the mirrors become increasingly transparent with diminishing film thickness at nonresonant wavelength; there is a strong evanescent field distribution outside the mirrors; the reflection wavelength is almost independent of the refractive index of the mirror materials, and nearly only depends on the lattice geometry at the deep subwavelength scale; moreover, their quality factor significantly improves, which is important for applications in laser, cavity optomechanics, and cavity quantum electrodynamics.
Introduction
Mirrors are not only commonly used objects in human life from ancient times, but also key components in modern optics: they play crucial roles in confining light in cavities to produce lasers, which is a triumph of modern physics [1] . Mirrors are also important in cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED) [2] - [6] , Planck-scale physics [7] , high-sensitivity measurements [8] , [9] , and cavity optomechanics [10] , especially in macroscopic quantum mechanics [11] , [12] . Recently, with the advancement of fabrication techniques, new types of mirrors have been realized, such as magnetic mirrors with metamaterials [13] , [14] , transparent perfect mirrors [15] , achromatic anomalous mirrors [16] , flat dielectric and metal mirrors with focusing abilities [17] - [19] , and subwavelength-scale mirrors with surface plasmon structures [20] . Apart from mirrors using conventional body materials, recently, two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as graphene [21] , transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) [22] , and one-dimensional (1D) atom chains [23] were also used for mirror reflections. However, the multilayer 2D materials are absorptive, and have a low efficiency (less than 0.1), whereas design theory necessitates the use of high-refraction-index 2D materials [21] , [22] . Moreover, all 2D and 1D-material mirrors are based on a thick substrate or long waveguide. As shown in this paper, the use of a substrate with a refractive index slightly higher than 1.0 would render reflection from thin air-exposed dielectric mirrors impossible; hence, substrate-free structures must be used if an ultra-thin mirror is exposed to air, which means suspended mirrors should be designed and fabricated. Suspended mirrors are essential for gravitational wave detectors such as LIGO or VIRGO [8] , [9] . Additionally, toward macroscopic quantum superpositions [10] , suspended thin mirrors are preferred, because the lesser the mass of the macroscopic mirror, the more easily it can be cooled to the ground state, owing to the zero-point fluctuation amplitude which is proportional to M-1/2, where M is the mass of the mirror. In this paper, we present the fabrication and properties of ultrathin mirrors with a vertical size at the deep subwavelength scale and lateral size at macroscopic scale, respectively.
Results and Discussion
A conventional dielectric Bragg mirror [1] , [24] , [25] or photonic crystal slab [26] , [27] can be designed as efficient reflectors; however, the optical thickness of the Bragg mirrors are often multiple and photonic crystal slabs are half the optical wavelength [1] , [24] - [27] . In the periodic structures, guided modes resonances always exist [28] - [30] , and the resonances are a common features in periodic structures and play important roles in the reflection [31] . They could lead to extraordinary transmission in very thick omnidirectional reflectors [32] . In very thin periodic structures, the eigenmodes are also Bloch waves, and the normally-incident wave couples to the eigenmodes of the thin periodic structures. These modes leak energy and thus have a finite lifetime. Hence, guided resonance can also be observed in very thin periodic structures, in 1D and 2D systems [33] - [35] . In this paper, we consider the mirror thickness that is far less than the optical wavelength. Very recently, this kind of thin mirror has been fabricated, however, there are still silicon substrates under the suspended mirrors, and the reflection band are relatively larger, which corresponds to a low quality factor (Q) [36] . Fig. 1(a) shows a flat ultra-thin dielectric film with a periodic square array of cylindrical holes. The above theoretical analysis are all for periodic structures, namely infinite structures in lateral dimension. Actually, a real mirror must have a finite size, and a finite size mirror does not satisfy periodic conditions. The size of the mirror does affect the reflections if the mirror is very thin and the size is not large enough. Since the structure we fabricated is very thin, the mirror should be larger in lateral dimensions, so that there are many available units to form periodic structures for efficient reflections. Hence, the reflectivity of the mirror is highly dependent on the flatness of the film, because any mirror which bends in the subwavelength scale would provide unsatisfactory periodic refractive index modulation and render high reflection from the mirrors impossible.
For theoretical analysis, we first considered an air-exposed ultra-thin mirror on a semi-infinite substrate of Si3N4 (refractive index: 2.0; thickness: 0.01a, where a is the lattice constant of the periodic holes; hole diameter: 0.5a). We used the scattering matrix method to obtain the reflectivity of the mirror, and the results were verified by the finite-difference time domain method and finite elements method [37] . We assumed that the refractive index at the bottom of the mirror is n s , and that at the top of the mirror is 1.0, because the mirror is exposed to air. Fig. 2(a) shows the calculated reflectivity of the mirror with varying values of the substrate refractive index n s . Clearly, if n s is slightly larger than that of air, the reflective abilities of the mirror would diminish. On the other hand, if 1.0 < n s < 1.01, the mirror can always completely reflect the light. Therefore, it is preferable to keep the refractive index of the bottom layer equal to that of the upper layer. In 2D material lenses, a high-refractive-index 2D material must be used to increase the optical path [22] . However, in air-suspended mirrors, the mirror can always completely reflect the light no matter how thin it is, and a high-refraction-index mirror material is not required. Hence, in the following section, we focus on air-suspended mirrors. Fig. 2(b) -(e) shows the calculated reflectivity as a function of the thickness of the air-suspended mirror from 0.2a to 0.001a. With decreasing thickness, the mirror always reflects the light, the reflection wavelength at the full width at half maximum (FWHM) decreases, and the mirrors exhibit a single reflection mode in a long wavelength band at the deep subwavelength scale. Compared to the calculated reflectivity of a mirror with a material refractive index of 3.4 (silicon) (Fig. S1 ), the ratio of the reflected wavelength of the mirror with material refractive index 3.4 and 2.0 (λ n = 3.4/λ n = 2.0) is approximately 1.4 and 1.0 for a mirror thickness of 0.2a and 0.001a, respectively. The wavelength approaches the lattice constant a, and is almost independent of the refractive index of the mirror. As indicated in the reflection spectra. The FWHM decreases quickly at the deep subwavelength scale, which indicates that the Qs of the mirror increase sharply [ Fig. 2(e) ], and can almost reach 2.0 × 10 7 for a mirror thickness of 0.001a. By optimizing parameters such as the hole sizes, the Qs can still be enhanced by several orders, and reach almost infinite. Fig. 3 presents the electrical field and energy density distributions for a mirror of thickness T = 0.01a. Because the thickness of the mirror is much lesser than the optical wavelength, most of the evanescent field energy is located outside the mirror, which signifies dramatic field enhancement in air. Moreover, the field enhancement near the mirror is much greater than that near magnetic mirrors [13] .
We fabricated this kind of suspended mirrors with sizes of 0.5 × 0.5 mm, 1 × 1 mm, and 2 × 2 mm (Fig. S2) . Their structures were confirmed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Fig. 1(d) and (e), Fig. S3-S4 ). All three mirror samples have a lattice constant of 1535 nm and a hole radius of approximately 900 nm. The total thickness is 50 nm, with the mirror and substrate each of thickness 25 nm. The 25 nm-thick Si3N4 substrate is not necessarily required, theoretically. However, in practical fabrication processes, the substrate supports the mirror and helps it form an ultra-flat surface, because any bend of the mirror could significantly diminish reflections. The mirror reflectivity measurement setup is shown in Fig. S5 . The angle-resolved reflection spectra are shown in Fig. 4 . For incident angles ranging from −2.5°t o 2.5°, only the zeroth-order reflected wave exists. For transverse magnetic (TM) incidence, the reflection wavelength is almost unchanged, and is independent of the incident angle [ Fig. 4(a) and (d)]. Whereas, for transverse electric (TE) incidence, the reflection wavelength has a nearly linear dispersion with the incident angle [ Fig. 4(c) and (f))]. For normal incidence, the 25 nm-thick substrate is thin enough to almost not affect the reflection spectra, except for introducing a reflection wavelength change from ∼1544 to 1586 nm [ Fig. 4(b) and (e)]. The measured average reflectivity of all three mirrors is greater than 90%; notably, that from the 2 × 2 mm sample [ Fig. 4(e) ] is greater than 93%. We can thus deduce that the reflectivity at the micro-area of the mirror should be even higher. The high reflectivity is indicative of the ultra-flatness of the suspended mirror, and the ignorable flatness fluctuations and bend indicates the very good mechanical properties of the mirrors. These ultra-thin mirrors are advantageous in that they are not only thinner than metamaterial mirrors [13] , [20] , but also do not require a substrate. This mirror uses only one kind of material without any coating, which could provide maximum field amplitudes and high phase stability [14] . Moreover, its narrow bandwidth facilitates the design of 2D-spaced varied optical filters [30] with high precision.
Conclusions
We presented herein the successful fabrication of ultra-thin mirrors with high reflectivity. Mirrors are key components in lasers; therefore, mirrors with an air-suspended structure would facilitate the improved design of lasers with novel optical properties. The large-band single frequency reflection exhibits immense potential for single-frequency-operation lasers, and the optical power enhancement in air could facilitate the design of monolithic gas lasers and high-sensitivity gas detectors. The reduction of mirror thickness could also improve heat transfer and thus be useful for designing high-power laser mirror cavities. Because the mirror is much thinner than the confined electrical mode thickness, there is ample room for engineering the mirror, by dynamical control of the reflection phase or near-field coupling of the mirror to nano-objects inside the evanescent field. Although the experiment was performed in the communication band, it can be expanded to other wavelength regions, and in theory, can also be used for other waves, such as electronic waves and sound waves.
